Six Pack


“Six Pack is an incredibly powerful horse to sit behind. He has everything you can ask for: speed, power, and intelligence” – Ake Svanstedt

Some of Six Pack’s notable victories as he accumulated close to $2 million in career earnings include:

• The Stanley Dancer (1:50.0) World Record,
• The Kentucky Futurity (1:49.1) World Record,
• The Allerage Open Trot as a 4-year-old (1:49.2) World Record
• The TVG Open Trot as a 4-year-old (1:50) Track Record
• The Yonkers Trot,
• The Empire Breeders Classic,
• The Matron, and
• Several Divisions of the New York Sire Stakes as a 2-year-old and 3-year-old.

Six Pack was named the Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2018.

2020 Stud Fee: $10,000

Syndication Underway